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Abstract. A problem of giving a quantitative evaluation of how the human capital affects the
level and dynamics of the innovation-driven technological development of economic
production systems of various levels, including manufacturing enterprises, has not yet been
expressly solved. This fact lowers the scientific validity level of strategies for the technological
development of a country, regions, branches of economy and individual enterprises. The
objective of this work is to develop a framework methodology for such an evaluation to be
applied at manufacturing enterprises, which is based on a new theoretical and methodological
foundation of the investment and innovation analysis of production systems performance. To
this end, it is proposed, first, to identify three levels of human capital management. Second, to
calculate the values of the proposed factor of the produce-ability level as the material
productivity to capital productivity ratio for a number of enterprises operating in the same
industry and for each management level. Third, for each of the three enterprise management
levels, to conduct a survey and hold an opinion poll to determine the significance (importance)
rating of each of the main human capital factors that influence the innovation-driven
technological development. The methodology will help, first, to assess the composite index of
the enterprise human capital at different levels of its involvement in terms of its impact on the
implementation of technological innovations. Second, to estimate the efficiency of human
capital management at the enterprises at different levels of its involvement. Third, to evaluate
the efficiency of the enterprise innovation in the field of the involved human capital. Fourth, to
shape the requirements for the human capital quality improvement both internally (enterprise)
and externally (educational system).

1. Introduction
Human capital accounts for more than half of the national wealth of any country and is the key
development factor of a knowledge-based innovation-driven economy. Back in the 1980s, in his
models reflecting the endogenous growth theory, Paul M. Romer, a co-recipient of the Nobel Prize in
Economics in 2018, established the primacy of technological progress in accounting for long-term
economic growth in the world economy, the pace of which is determined, on the one hand, by
investments into research and development and, on the other, by investments into human capital [1, 2].
However, in practice, the relation between the economic growth rate and these two factors at macro,
meso- and micro levels is still not defined quantitatively, which makes it impossible to develop any
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scientifically grounded strategies for technological development of the country, regions, branches of
economy and individual enterprises, which is the most important task of the modern economy in
Russia.
Numerous foreign publications on the evaluation of the human capital impact on performance of
the individual economic systems of various levels and scope, including individual firms, always
emphasize there being such an impact [3,4,5], however, they do not propose any definable quantifying
indicators. Furthermore, the main efforts of this discipline are focused on subdividing the intellectual
capital into human, structural and relational (market), and studying their individual influence on
competitiveness and profitability of organizations and firms by processing the acquired expert data or
social research data using mathematical statistics methods [6, 7, 8]. A number of publications note that
the human capital directly affects the efficiency of involving structural capital and the enhancement of
drastic and incremental innovations [9, 10] not only in large, but also in small and medium-sized
businesses, though, as a rule, this fact is presented only as generic observations [11, 12].
Research on the human capital studies conducted in Russia in the recent years is mainly focused on
developing certain methods and techniques for evaluating the level of human capital at the macro and
micro levels of economic systems [13], though no comprehensive technique has yet been developed
[14], making the efficient human capital management impossible. That said, many scientists point out
that human capital holds a prominent place in the innovation-driven economy model of the country
[15, 16] and has a marked impact on improving competitiveness of any enterprise [17, 18] and the
focus on innovation in its development [19, 20]; however, they do not propose any definable
indicators for evaluating this impact, not least because of the lack of the necessary statistics.
Consequently, each case study proposes and uses various techniques of mathematical statistics to
evaluate the impact of human capital on the activities of certain organizations as a whole [21] without
subdividing them into the levels of such capital management. Moreover, in our opinion, this discipline
underestimates the role of social research.
It should be noted that up to the present day, the problem of estimating the efficiency of applying
technological innovations remains understudied, therefore, this estimate is rarely used in innovation
management, including in the development of innovation strategies. In the current environment of
foreign countries and Russia, a diversified indicator framework is used to represent the innovation
level of technological development in production systems [22, 23, 24], including the research and
development expenses, the number of patents obtained, the share of sales of innovation-based goods in
the total sales amount, the number of new technologies that were developed and implemented, etc.
In recent years, a number of research focused on the development of the indicators framework for
evaluating the technological development level of economic systems, mainly of macro and mesolevels, has been increasing [25], however, for this purpose, it is ultimately proposed to develop various
composite indexes. The obtained result depends, accordingly, on the type and number of sub-indexes,
factors or indicators chosen for the cumulative index estimation, as well as on the signification
(weight) of each of them, which is defined on a subjective basis.
2. Research design
Thus far, globally, the problem of choosing one or several interrelated indicators for managing the
application of technological innovations at macro, meso- and micro levels has not been solved neither
in theory nor in practice. Moreover, the problem of evaluating the human capital impact on the level
and dynamics of the innovation-driven technological development of economic production systems of
various levels, including manufacturing enterprises, remains unsolved as well.
We have developed a framework for a new line of economic analysis of the industrial enterprises
activities and industries operation – an investment and innovation line of analysis, in terms of which
we introduce into scientific use and articulate the new concepts of investment and innovation gearing
and the produce-ability level factor and define the analytical relation between the indicators of
capital/output ratio of production, materials/output ratio of products and labor productivity.
Thereupon, we developed a matrix of technological growth options of enterprises, depending on the
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efficiency of production resources use, such as labor and physical resources, as well as physical capital
represented by fixed assets [26]. We have also produced a graphic model of technological
development life cycle of enterprises [27], which uses the changes in indicator values to determine the
stage of technological development, as well as the need and possibility of transitioning into the
ultimate stage, when there is an increase of material productivity, capital productivity and labor
productivity values in equal measure. The produce-ability level factor, which is expressed as the ratio
of production capital intensity to its material intensity, is the main indicator [28].
3. Results and discussion
An increase in the value of this factor depends mainly on the extent of replacement of the active part
of enterprise fixed assets (machinery, equipment, vehicles), i.e. technically, on the level of knowledge
invested in new equipment production and technology promotion, but it is obvious that the
performance efficiency of the enterprise management system staff, that is, human capital, should also
influence this change. At microeconomic level of individual enterprises, this means that apart from the
key objective factor of technological progress – technological innovations – there is also the main
subjective factor: the efficiency level of managing the application of such innovations, that is, the level
of knowledge, qualifications and experience not only of the employees, but also of the operating
personnel servicing machinery and equipment. At the upper-level of enterprise management (top
management), this factor is reflected in the fact that the enterprise management either makes a correct
assessment or fails to estimate objectively the need for a timely technological renovation of
production. At the secondary level (managers and specialists in the structural divisions of the
enterprise), the influence of human capital management efficiency will be reflected in maximization of
the resource use of the existing production technology through its improvement. At the lowest level
(site managers, crew leaders and even personnel servicing individual units of machinery and
equipment) such influence will be reflected in the compliance with process discipline, which ensures a
trouble-free technological process, and in providing the opportunities for its improvement through
work-improvement suggestions. These considerations allow for the economic assessment of the
damage by the production cost increase and reduction of profits as a result of inefficient human capital
management at any level of the enterprise and for the definition of an approach to evaluating the
efficiency of investments in such capital.
Therefore, to evaluate the impact of the enterprise human capital on the efficiency of its
innovation-driven technological development, it is proposed, first, to identify three levels of human
capital management (by the scale of production in large and medium-sized enterprises). Second, using
a suitable technique, to calculate the values of the produce-ability level factor for several enterprises
operating in the same industry and for each management level over a number (at least three) of
identical periods. Third, for each of the three enterprise management levels, to conduct a survey and
hold an opinion poll to determine the significance (importance) rating of each of the main human
capital factors that influence innovation-driven technological development (knowledge, qualifications,
experience), followed by a computation of the average or weighted average value of this rating for a
group of enterprises operating in the same industry. Fourth, to calculate the composite index of human
capital for each enterprise and management level thereupon. Fifth, using the correlation analysis for
the examined enterprises of the same industry and for each management level, to determine the
strength of relationship between the values of the produce-ability level factor and the composite index
of human capital, as well as its individual components. Sixth, should the desired relationship be found
and the deficiencies in the human capital management be identified, to produce the recommendations
on improving the efficiency of human capital involvement and present them to the management of the
enterprises (improving personnel policy, labor remuneration, occupational retraining and so on).
Seventh, to shape the requirements for improving the system of higher, specialized secondary and
basic vocational education in the region based on the business demand for improving the human
capital efficiency (changing the structure of disciplines, improving quality of training, increasing the
number of personnel undergoing retraining and advanced training, etc.).
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Development of methodology for evaluating the human capital impact on the innovation-driven
technological development of industrial enterprises will help, first, to evaluate the composite index of
the enterprise human capital at different levels of its involvement in terms of the effect on the
technological innovations implementation. Second, to quantitatively define the level of influence of
the enterprise human capital, by individual levels of its involvement, on the innovation-driven
technological development of enterprises, on the increase of their performance efficiency and
improvement of their competitiveness. Third, to estimate the human capital management efficiency at
the enterprises at different levels of its involvement. Fourth, to evaluate the efficiency of the enterprise
investment in the human capital. Fifth, to shape the requirements for the human capital quality
improvement both internally (enterprise) and externally (educational system).
4. Conclusion
1. It is shown that the problem of evaluating the impact of the human capital on the level and
dynamics of the innovation-driven technological development of economic production systems of
various levels, including manufacturing enterprises, still remains unsolved.
2. A framework methodology was developed for such an evaluation to be applied at manufacturing
enterprises, which is based on a new theoretical and methodological foundation of the investment and
innovation analysis of production systems performance.
3. Such a methodology will make it possible to evaluate the composite index of human capital of an
enterprise at individual levels of its involvement in terms of the influence on the technological
innovations implementation and to shape the requirements for the human capital quality improvement
both internally (enterprise) and externally (educational system).
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